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ith The European Union 

/ / To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
* J related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union e> 
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(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

Summary 

Before September 11, the government knew very little about ihe people getting on planes bound for 
the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.-
bound passengers. This information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn from 
information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses the information to 
screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects before the plane takes off. protecting against 
midflight hijackings and bombings. 

For flights between Europe and the U.S.. the data must be^ade available from Europe by the 
airline.^ k j H n a s ' o n 8 prohibited the export of personal data to countries whose legal protections 
are not "adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities. While the U.S. has many 
privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that matches every aspect of 
European law. It has therefore been condemned as inadequate by European standards, and 
commercial data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted. European airlines feared (with 
reason) that European data protection agencies would view the PNR transfers in the same light and 
would impose fines and other penalties on airlines that provided the PNR data to the U.S. 
Government. 

To ease these fears, in .May 2004, the United States entered into an agreement with, the EU regarding 
the transmission of PNR data from European air carriers to the USG. C. 
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The PNR Agreement w as challenged by the European Parliament, which confemiec^that the Deleted: 
Agreement was, insufficiently protective of EU pri vacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of Deleted: i 
Justice (ECJ) struck down.the Agreement, not on substantive grounds but on procedural ones. . Deleted; 
Under EU law, commercial issues arc within the competence of the EU and fall under the "First 
Pillar" authority - the authority that the EU had relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ held 
that the US wanted PNR data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement 
and public security are not completely outside the EU's authority, but they fall within the "Third 
Pillar," where the authority of EU central institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of 
Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the Member States. 
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Background 

Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
the EC-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data -
have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 

y\ 

[A u/\ I ' I'BP can sliare PNR data tviih plher law enforcement agencies, on a case-bv-casc basis and only for ihe purpura of 
• cnmhuline tenrrin*m .imi SI-HOIK Iransnalinnn) crimes. combining terrorism and serious Iransnalional crimes. 
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0 ' PNR can also be used and transferred to address significant health risks under Paragraph 34. As 
noted below, despite this authorization the EU's Article 29 Working Party has concluded that CDC's plans to 
retain PNR data for healih-related purposes violates EU law. 

' This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on 
December 16, 2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in 
Support of Information Sharing Environment" 
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The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

@ 
>P 

That is what the EU proposes to do. It is seeking authority to erect substantially the same agreement 
on a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of Justice deadline, the Commission will 
seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and then will call for agreement on the new 
arrangement by September 30. 
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EL: Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information, I f thai were ail that is at stake, this 
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PNR negotiations 
wil l be closely intertwined with a broader effort ' fc- lr> S " 

3 Last October the EU put forward WS'.draft documents that 
concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context. They consist.of a draft directive 
of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of data and ̂  proposed Council decision on 
the protection of personal data in criminal matters. C to S" 

^3 fis it would regulate the exchange o f law enforcement data between member states and third 
parties. 
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' For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on rime limits for retention of shared data, 
ensuring the accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiring further use of the 
data to the original purpose for which it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR 
Agreement and the Undertakings. 
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Communicable Diseases. C 
J,j5^ Z> ; European 

reaction to another US initiative relating to a\ian flu. If air passengers are exposed to a pandemic 
strain of avian flu, the government will need to locale all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the 
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for up to 60 days for 
that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working 

| Party." have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives,!/ given i wmd; ^ 
effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers at legal jeopardy because of inconsistent 
legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even the critical public health 

| interests of the United States.^ 

Analysis & Recommendation 

i 
States are likely to extend these requirements to pure bilateral exchanges to avoid the perception that such 
exchanges are subject to a lower level of protection. 

* The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended 
to its transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on 
the grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it 
,0 If adopted, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and non-binding information 
sharing arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003 Mutual Legal 
Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement with 
Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with 
Germany, which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United 
Stales also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which 
critical informat ion is currently h<-ing chnrpri t liwtir Ft [ h w rtirgptiwa «nprr«gHg hil.ilei.il l ie- l l iet ami 

agreements and member states must conform their existing agreements with the directive. 
" Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes and neither 
the Commission or the Article 29 Committee have challenged ihe DHS-HHS VtOU. 
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11 Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of 
PNR data is a law enforcement matter. While European integration has b«*n ihe p r ^ ^ i in ^rmr irTftf i«t»i 
with the Common Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the 
community level and many responsibilities still fall to the EU Member Slates. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in 
the area of law enforcement and public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area arc likely to set 
precedents for further community involvement in other law enforccmeni matters. 
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The VSC has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are 
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

The PNR Agreemenl that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
(El ) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC."' 
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Before September 11, ihe' r.ovemment knew ver; little abotii the peopie getting on planes bound for 
me 1 'mted States. After the attacks, airlines were required to oros <tie ir forrnanon about their I '.$.-
bound passengers.. [ fc> 5* JJ mfonnation -- name, contact information, and the like was drawn 
from information supplied 'o the airline as pan of the reservation process. DHS uses the information 
to screen for no-fly uolators and terrorist suspects C_ Vo 3 " " 3 before the plane takes 
jt'f'. protecting against mid-fhght hijackings and bombings. 

i-or flights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be made mailable from Europeana;,;; c.irr>rs, 
EL law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal 
protections jhsse not been dejemed_"adi-qu3te'' m theview of European data protection authorities,. 
While the I S . has many pnvacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime 'hat 
cis-responds to even,- aspect of"European law. it has therefore been view ed is "inadequate" by 
European standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. have lone heen resmrtp< 
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The PNR Agreement was also eontnnersial :n Europe. It was challenged by the F.uropean 
Parliament as insufficiently protective of LC privacy ngius. On Mas 30 the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement. Bui it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the 
equiv aiem under I :S law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a 
lav. invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law, commercial 
issues fall w ifhin the junsdiction of the EC as part of its "First Pillar*' authority. This is the authority 
that the EC relied on in cntenng the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held that the I [S wanted PNR 
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security arc 
e\emp.u" 'U_Lhe IT Isyi'mmotTifcMati^ir.ueci.on ljw.-;.,iiui.a''e only parti;, vvithm the EC's 
authority,. -•^tcvu.Cthey fall under the "Third Pdlar." where the authority of F.C central institutions 
(the Commission, Parliament and Court of justicsi is more limited and more authority is left to the 
Member States. 
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Background 

r 
Tv.o converging events ir Europe the recent European Court odiMice decision on the legality of 

, j the I.-L.-CS PNR Agreement and a draft EC Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data --
I have major implications for US la%v enforcement and secunty. 
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; 'uo situs '.n :rte European Court of Justice I liC'J) challenging the uvfenranon sharing arrangement 
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I That is what 'he EI' proposes to do, ft .has o'^-tiryd authority fromjKjvferTw Statcsjo erect 
substantially the same agreement on a new foundation. In order to meet she European Court of 

] Justice deadline, the Commission will seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and 
then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30. 
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EX Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were ail thai is at stake, this 
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DUS. But it is not. The PNR negotiations 
w ill be ekiseiy intertwined with a broader effort £_ h TZ~ 

J 3 I Ait October the BL' put forward w o draft 
documents that concern data sharing and protection ;n the law enforcement context. Pies consist of 
i draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of data and a 
proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data n criminal matters. This later proposal 
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" For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, ensuring the 
accuracy of shared data, logging and audit rrails. as well as rcstnctions limiting further use of the data to the 
original purpose for which it was first Lransmitted. In effect, it borravvs heavily from the PNR Agreement and 
;he Undertakings. 
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reaction to another U5 initiative relating to avian fit*. It air passengers are exposed to a pandemic y") 
strain of avian f;u. the government will need to locate ali of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the *~^ 
Centers for Disease Contro! has, proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNK for up to 60 days for 
that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working 

, \ Party.'" have now decided that this son of data retention violates EL privacy directives. If given 
( \jl e f ( e c l , the. Working Party's opinion would place air earners legal jeopardy because of inconsistent 
^- / legal regimes, ft reflects a widespread EL' vev. that privacy Tumps even the critical public health 

interests of the Lnited States. '" 

VnahsiN & Recommendation 

(f In b 
, \ The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer ol'PNR data and oniy e\tended to its 

VA- i transmission :o CBP. Tile May 3fr decision of the EC J also annuls this decision by the Commission on the 
-̂ grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant il 

if adopted I— O —> —,1 die Draft Decision could conflict vMth a number of binding and 
non-binding information sharing arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have 
signed a 2003 Nhitual Legal Assistance Agreement (Ml. AT) with the European Union and a 2001 information 

<• \ sharing agreement with fiuropol ithe Eli-level police agency.!; with respect to member states, vve signed a 
V/v- ) 2003 MLAT with Germany, which builds on numerous other MI.ATs already m force with other EU member 

v states. The United States also ha* many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member 
•->.'.i'-s under which critical infbrmarion is Liirrently be iris snared. Under HU law. directives supersede bilateral 
treaties and agreements and member stales must conform their existing agreements with the directive 

( ( i \ ' ronver,eh., Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange nf P\R for public health purposes 
\ " ' and neither the Commission or the Article ."19 Committee have challenged (he Dl IS-HMS VIOL 
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Conclusion 

f 
he i.TiG has a paramount irueir&t in cnsui aig ilui IJV> dilutee mem and border control information 

lA. I continues to fov to the United .Slates, fn creating the Infornainjii Sharing Environment we are 
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between federal agencies. 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in .200-! is an example of the old-sj>Te artificia 
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EIJ's argument that the export of 
commercial :nformation was subject to special restrictions, under tU Saw. The European Court of 

^ j Justice has now held that the information is iavv enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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Purpose 

To provide vou with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
related developments concerning lav. enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
f'EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC " 

Summary 

Before September 11, the- government knew \er> little about the people getting on planes bound for 
•he United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.-
bound passengers.-/" U g~zi information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn 
from information supplted to the airline as pan of the reservation process. DISS uses the information 
;c. screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects C fej" H before the plane takes 
ofro protecting against mid-flight hijackings and bombings 

For 'lights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be made available from European...airjiaxners, 
EU law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal 
protections £ave,not been deerned "adequate" in the view of European data protection au'.honne^ 
While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that 
corresponds to every' aspect of European law. St has therefore been viewed as '"inadequate" b \ 
European standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted C-
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The PNR Agreement was aiso controversial in Europe. It was challenged by the European 
Parliament as insufficiently protective of £L" privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of 
Justice (EC]) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the 
equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Founh Amendment challenge by finding a 
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under £U law, commercial 
issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority. This is the authority 
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement, The ECU however, held that the US wanted PNR 
daia for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are 
exempt form the fib's commercial data protection !aws and are only partly within the EVs 
aL'thoniy_jm!ejid,the% fall under the. "Third Pi liar," where the authority of EL- central institutions 
(the Commission. Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the 
Member Stales. C 
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Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but delayed 
the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the junsdiclionai problem could 
be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the El'i;jtf jajjtmjiejj authomy from the Member States to 
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Background 

Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
the Eli-US PNR Agreement and a draft EL Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data --
have major implications for I S law enforcement and security. 
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/ , i - v t h e E C J PNR C a s e . Trie Agreement was no jess controversiai in Brussels . Disturbed over what it 
\ j \ v i e w e d as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 

>« t w o suits in the European Court o f Justice (ECJ) challenging the informarion sharing arrangement. 

h 
* This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on 
December 16,2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in 
Support of Information Sharing Environment" 
1 Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light of 
the EU's determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-Canada 
agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR data received from the EU with the US. Even thcigh thr F H h j f 
struck down the EU-US agietineiit, the EU contends tnat its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect. 
Some Canadian government sources are concerned, however, that the absence of an "adequacy" finding 
(which is a First Pillar concept) may now have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing 
derived from EL-originated flights. 
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, iat :i w-ia: :r.e I '-. prop :'.»es to oo it.;.;-, '^. "•' ' .ictt'or^y 7 - _yj_ ' ' :_;• v , ; ' . : ; : . v a s c i 
substantially the same agreement on a new foundation In order to meet the European Court oi 
Justice deadline, the Commission utl! sects to cocttfy :ts position t.nsr 'her.eM couple M'weeks . 
then uiil call for agreement on the new arrangement ay September 30. 

% 

EU Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were a!! that is at stake, this 
•Aould be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But i; is rot. The PNR negotiations 
will be closelv intertwined with a broader effon £ . 4aS~ 

O .ast October the hL' put forward two draft 
documents that concern data shanng and protection in the law enforcement context. They consist of 
a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council or, the retention of data and a 
nroDosed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal matters. C 

existed- £ . b . 5 " ~\ 
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' For example, the Draft D e c j ' ' " " <-nnramc prnntn-inr mi rtmn. limit* It.i ii )Mini..n - r .h- | ) rH r\ ,.-, .n ,; , .-,n t-, ,i.„ 

accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails. a.s well a.> resrnctiens limiting further use of the data to the 
original purpose for which it *vas first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily troni the PNR Agreement arid 
the L'ndenikmK'5 
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" The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the rransfcT of PNR data and only extended to its 
transmission to CBP. The May 30"' decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the 
grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it 
; : Jf adapted £L- I© S .3'the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and 
non-binding information sharing arrangements that the United States has signed For example, we have 
signed a 2003 Vlutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information 
sharing agreement with Europol (the EL'-level police agency), with respect to member states, we signed a 
?CnTt Ml,AT with Germany, which builds on i.umerous other MLAVs already in force with other El' member 

~̂ slates. The I rmed States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member 
stares under which critical information is currently bemg shared. Under EL law. directives supersede bilateral 
treaties and jgreemems and member states must cjr.rbrm their existing agreements with the directive. 
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Communicab le Diseases. C ^ 
O ^> _ ^ E- uropean 

reaction 'o ::no?her 1. S TUi.lt v e relat.ru: to ,.'•. .a" ;_;j it ,.ir D<,-,se"iger__ are exposed ic a panaetiuc 
stram j f a i <.ar. flu. the gov em merit vv ill need to locate ad of the passengers and en."* . qjickiv. So the 
Oenteis tor Disease Centro_ has p.'Opused J rule reejuinnk airlines :o retain PNR tot up to bodavs tor 
thai pu"pcse. The top data protection ,-iUh.or pes of Fi-iooe. M I « * " as the "Article 2'> Working 
Partv," have now decided that this sort of data retention v miaies El privacy directives If given 
er'tect, the Working Partv 's opinion would jtnace air earners leg.n _ieupard> because of i .consistent 
legal regimes. It reflects a widespread b L' > I-."A that pmavv trumps ever, the critical p-ah-de health 
interests of the L'niteu States. " 

hi 

Analysis & Recommendation 
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Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes 
nd neither the Commission or the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DliS-HHS MOL. 

" Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively nil-vi th=a th-1 tnmrf»r -if QMp 
ata is a iav\ enforcement maner. While European integration has been the greatest in area;- associated with 

omnton Market, lav- enforcement and public security is a relative!;, new area of activity at the 
ommunit) level and many responsibilities still fall to the EL Member Stales. The EC J firmly placed PNR in 

the area of'aw enforcement and public secunf;,. and as result. an\ actions taken in this area are iikelv to set 
precedents for further community involvement in other lau enforcement matters, 
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Conclusion 

/ \ The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
y w) continues to flow to the United States. In crearing the Information Sharing Environment we are 

working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

y The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
[i I \ limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the FT i'c m^ir^^t >h?t ihf *rpnn nf— 
\ \ 7 ~ J commercial information was subject to special restricrions under EU law. The European Court of 

Justice has now held that the informaiion is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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Passenger NFirr.e RCC.-'SN and F.ia Enibicemci; Lnrbnran,. a: shanna - Negotiations 
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I i • pr. o i.-if s o n i v i l h b«i" i - o i o i m d ml", i n n i i ' i . l a-, I »J>- P - . S ^ I U W .'v.:: : w P. ,•-,•• -nt it'KU \ i- .s , l r . <n,l 

related de. clnpments concerning law enforcement information .shan-itr with the Furopean Union 
( I I \i in preparation for a THO-JUIV "'in FH, ." 

Berbre September ! 1. "he gencrnmc;i; sinca. . sr> h'de. about 'he people getting on planes bound for 
'he i 'rated. Stales. After the attacks, anoncs ws.Te required 10 provide nobirtiauon anoia ".heir LdS.-
h.v»;ui passengers. This information • na;re, contact information, and the hke was drawn from 
ai torn a: a at supplied to the airline as pan of me :eserv2tion process. DH.S a set she intbrniation to 
screen .'or no-fly violators and terrorist suspects beibre the plane lakes off. protecting against 
midili^iit hijackings and bombings. 

For flights between Europe and the i'.S , me dat.i must be made available from F'uiope LI; law has 
long prohibited the commercial export cit' personal d.ita to countries whose icpal protections are not 
"adctjiiate" .ri the view of Furopean data protection authorities While the '.' S. has main privacy 
;.i\> s. :i does not have an r>\ erari bing data fuoiecnon regime that conesponds ;o everv aspect of 
i"jioi)t-,:n a« ft bas ;herer->re been \ .t»•:;! .e, ' arnJeqaate" by Eurr pcai s'andards ami commercial 
•a.;;.i "an-, airs :o the !.'.b ha-, e iony been rc-unciea turopeaa airlines fear-d i o. ith reason; that 
far-.near data protection aser;ce> uoahi ,,i',« 'he PNR transfer*; in the same i ant and -s .>>a!d 
;"!,»'. ">c l",".c-< .aia other pcn^iLics on a..'lines 'ii.a provided ;hePc"R data :•? tl;-, ; " S. Go', eminent. 

F r„sc these tears, in May 200-4, the United basics entered into an. agrec-ieni with the El..' regarding 
:! e n-aiis.'nission of PNis data from Furor-can a:r s timers to the USG. The Agreement is 
acaompamed by a determination that I :S Lra i-. "adequate" by ruropeai. standards as. long as the US 
adheres to numerous detaded prcsuripiions ioirked out with EU negotiator* I but unilaterally 
implctrtented bv DHS). £ 
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I he J'VR Agreertcrr u is tdso cent! ...,<. cr̂ :.*., ••. r.;r,.-pt J- -,'. ,w iha. 'erge,; n>\ (he rurv.pc.in 
P.i; ;:j;;;t:i; ^ ii^,.'*-\::eii!l\ proiectr-s ,. f i:L i?:: ,ac> lights Or rd.;, 50 the Furopeun ("our; , i 
Justrce if-'C.f) >(i-j.-.k dr-'-m the ACTee:nc;;t S M ;: chosv a L'tcuru: th..;t .>. ^ a;thi> p i c edur.d - ;i 
eoirv.dern under ! 'S !.-u of'he Supreme ' ' J;;-T dd-ckin^: :•> fd-inh ,-'• >'\ •n-'i-.en; •-lsa!lcr,4;t m fin,; 
i.-u. invalid (lecture :r e\oeeJe,i Conjtrcvs'* (\-'rr::re:\\ ("b.j-,c p..;v.cr. LVdcr f.-L' i.-,.-. c;\T,iTie;c 
iisi.es rail '.vithin the jurisdiction ,ddhe R .^ pact •.'!' 'ts "'"TN; Pdjjr" .;;.;hjr:\ This *j the ,u;,r 
!hji •he VI' relied on it: i men rig the Agiee ner:. T'hc bCh h(.\ie\ ;s. he'd ih.it the i.'S .unte 
i'a;.t !.'r .TA entorcornent .-ind public ^cc;tr:i;. r..jr 'Ms i <;••• en"du.er"er,i j r d public s'-rur r. ar 
,>aitf> ruth ;i the £ i,"s sutherHv: the) fail jndrr '^e Third P^ljr. uh i ;e die .ii,;li;>r;t. r ; H . ;• 
i(;>('.:aiic.n> <:he<' Oimn.'SM-.'.n. Pari' iirjeni :tnd C,>-.;n r-f iustur ' ;s 7 v e h'-tped j r d m.. re autIti• 
' en to the Nlemrie.) S;;;ie< Because the aitreemep; ••> .e; eim-ml •;>••,h ,- ;>:•• v. -.-1 ^ milv-••••!•• ifn. t 

J I ' vK 

ruicti il ;m .-.lid out ,ici.i\C\l the effect H e date c-( its decision utit;! September 3(1 in ;ne hope that; 
ttiPsdicuonal problem couid be ejuie.k!> solved. ••:> cure the cni-Hepi 'he f"l' pl.uis to seek audi;.' 
i tum i(;c Member Slates to refltjjOtiate the f ' \R Agreement under the I hud Pillar The ("ommis 
has portrayed this AS a tei hnical change that would put the same agreement back tn place, alheit 
under a ddferem lett.il authority. 
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C - t :- •>«,! - e EC proposes to do. I) i, seekinj; ;HJih-..ni> tv M v.ibstimri„IIv the sane .wrccmem 
•n « neu 'ourJation In crdc" to meo; "if •.",.;. ; ,-iit-, c o n >.| j:,.sUoe des-litre, the ( n n r m s m n v,;i: 
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Acting under the First Pillar, the i-V has .iho cntetx.' in'.' :i P\t< ;h.iririt' agreement with Cinadti. fn 

h ' " l 'ht El ' ; ikterrnm.tttor. thai the I S i.'nderuiuniS provideil' 'adequate" prince protecting -h« FM-
r,.(,'.i .:fr.'e£i;ie.-! .tiuhon/es <. an.Kia to share PVK dau reieiverf from the J;',,' u;'h die "... :- Even though the 
.1 n.o strucK .iown trie E1J I. S weement. the EI .vtneraLs thut its similar .igrcement with (. ariada remains 
_-i'tcv> Some Canadian £(v.vrrnier>( wmrto ire eiiiiiterr.ed. ii<<uevci. ih.il the atiswce "-fan ":ideqt,icv" 
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Memorandum 

KF; / , ; \ Passenger Name Records anc Lave Enforcamroi Iriformaiictt Sharinii - Negotiations 
v *" : !>Vhli The r.urope.in I r i o n 

£>i££iiUi 

To provid; vee with background infoms' ;oi on the Passenger ,\>,troe Record < S'-'NR) issue .irsd 
relaied developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC " 

Before September ! I. the government knew ycr> iilf c ;;hpu; the people getting on planes,bound for 
the United States. Alk; the attacks, ;iiriiii£s_.usrc required to provide information about their U.S.-
bouod passenaers. This ir.forroalion - nape,, contact information, and Ac like - was drawn from 
infbrmai.op suppliejjo the ;iirl:ne ns part of lhjLrcscr>-,r.j,pn process, PUS uses the information to 

J '.tj.flish ;,,;:,ua£kings^!HLiaiTibmaL 
£I^i£ffi,s;.3ga!ilS!_ 

J-OLJlimi^Ui£^^'"-pP''iii'dliu;J^.^liv 331.1 JiiiJSt .pC LiHMliL^iMk.Irofi) Uiropc. KL law lifts 
W'Pyll'-^Oii.tA^ prcUtfCtJOrS arc "lit PP.K,.P !̂V.?.-'-i-'-i "I? coniptc-ciiti c\po_rt^LScnofK; 

laws, ;! docs no; have an overarching claja g r a ^ ^ r c ^ r - . c ;';3i ;QHi>£i^ai ;o .every ^ p e c : of 
pjropean )qv>. i: ha?, therefore been viewed a- ••.•r.tid'.-tiuiite ' by European n.-uuljrds. .tlld commercial 
data transfers,to the U.S. ru»c long bcetj restricted. L w q ^ n j i j ^ ^ r i r c d , : - . v i h re.isqr.Hiy!,, 
Luropear, data nrotegiion agencies would v icvijrtc i'N.K transfers in ik.Aitmc uujn and would, 

To case these fears, in Mtiv 2QQ-I. the United States jittered into nn .!ercc:nc<-t with the EL' rjyardi, 
the transmission ofPNiv data from Uuro&ta;i air carriers to the ISC. The Aurccmcni is; 
accompanied bv a dctermin-aiign that E~ fo S - 3 ' acccuaie" bv European standards as 
lone as the L'S ttdhctes to numerous detailed prescriptions wcuked out Aith Lit negotiators (but 
unilaterally implemented bv PUS). C. 
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Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
/ \ ' \ the EC-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminai~bata •-
, -~-J„J have major implications for US law enforcarnent and security. 

/ r \ k 
! \ "}\ The most significant of these limitations, from our perspective ire .he following: 
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PNR can also be used and transferred to address sigr.ific.wi healsh risks under Paragraph 34, As 
noted beiow, despite this nuthoruan'on the F.U's Article 29 Working I'ar.y has concluded ifiat CDC's plans to 
ream ?NR dais for health-related purposes violates EU law. 

This concern is consistent with Executive Order ! 33oS and die i'rrjjdcnt's Memorandum issued on 
December 16, 2006 tc Heads of Executive De par. merits aj.-d Agencies on "Guidelines and Ret irements in 
Support of Information S.ba.rin£ 

/ 
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/ \ The ECJ PVR Case. The Agreement was no less cantrovCTSIBI in Brussels Disturbed over what i 
I !KJ J viewed as it. attack on pe sona: pri<. acy ,:nc i:s s'•••". .n.thorisy .ho fiurcpear- Parliament (£P; fi.ea 
V 'wo suits in the European Caur; cf justice ;£CJ) challenging the inihrm^int- dvi-ini; -ii-rgngm"^ 

6 fcl 
: P«tct«tf:, 

r\ Thai is what the EU proposes to do. it is scoting authority to erect subsianti.iily ihc same agreement 
on a new foundation. In order ;o meet ihc caropctr Coan ofJusticc uSEjiinc ::;e Commission •'.ill 
see* to codify its position o>er the next :o.;pt; ef "'t.^.s .rid then ••• iii cai. :'or igrtensent C' :.;; new 
arrangement by September 30. 

^ 

. 1 ^ /' ' w 
femsntteti: F t rc ; i pt 

fomwut td : fere; : l a 

io 

: Acting under the Firs: Pillar, the EU has also entered into a i'NR sharing agreement with Canada, in 
lighi of the EU's determination thai the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy proicclions. the EU-
Canada agreement authorizes Canada to share- PNrR dau received from the EU with the US. Evert though the 
EC) has struck down the EU-US agreement, the EL' contends that its s.rnilttr agree~cf.t with Canada remain:; 
in cfTect, Some Catiadiun government sources tire concerned, however, tli.it the absence of art "adequacy" 
finding (which is a First Pillar concept) may now have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information 
sharing dcn-icd from EU'Originated Highly—' — ~ — 
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For example, Ihc Drift Decision contains provisions on time limiis for retention of shared data. 
/ -A ensuring the accuracy of shared data, logging arid 3<-du '.rail.'., »is wcii a restrictions limiting further use of the 
I \J J data to ihc originrs; purpose for which il was first transmitted •:; effect, ii borrows heavily from ihe PNR 

Agreement 2nd the Undertakings. 
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Communicable Diseases. £ , 

t 5" J2L European 
reaction to another US initiative relating to avian f lu. i f air passengers are exposed so a pandemic 
strain o f avian flu, the government w i l l need to locate all o f the passengers and crew, quickly. So ihe 
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a otie requiring airlines to mulr\ PVR f ; i r up to 6C days for 

± > l 
" The adequacy finding granted to the U.S was specific to ilie transfer o f PNR aata and only evtended 

I \J j :e its tfnrismiiSion to CBP. The May 30" decision of •>,-; c O jiso ..-iinuls :nis UcwMot: by die Commission on 
L / the grounds thai {he Commission did not have the iegal awhoiity to grant it 

" i f adopted, the Draft Decision couia conflict ivith a number of binding and non-binding information 
sharing arrangements that the United Stater, lias signed. For example, we have signed a 2003 Mutual Legal 

. Assistance Agreement (.MLAT; uith the European Union ana a 2001 information staring agreement with 
I [) ) Europol (the EL'-level police agency): with respect to membet states, wc signed a 2003 M L A T with 
v. / Germany, 'Afters builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United 

States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under «hich 
critical informaiion is currently being snared. Under EU is'-v, directives supersede bilateral treaties any 
•igreements and member states must conform their existing j4.Teemeius with thr iH're'-ti'••? — 
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that purpose. The lop data protection auihe.-i'ies o f Europe, known a- the "An ic le 29 Working 
j Party." have now decided thai (hii son o f data retention violates EL1 pr ivjcy directives. I f given 

effect, the Working Party s opinion would place air carr ies at legal jeopardy because o f inconsistent 
legai regimes. It reflects s widespread EL' view :ky. privacy tramps ever: :he ernicnl pub'ic hcu:!;i 

' interests o f :ne L'nited S:.i-:tj x ; 

Analvs is & Rycommendj i ic in 

i L i 
J9 

S) 

( 

>c fic^i'l) purposci anc : Khcr "\ ' Coc.'crKiy, Psii^Mpli 3- 'J ft?.'? -Jf.Jeri.it.mgs ,<i>c\>] for &'. i\;'i;:i\ict>;<-Ni% lor pur 
i^ / the Commission cr the A/rick 29 Cocuniit-c rave t,hii':eiig.-d the 31IS-HHS MOU 

' " Unlike in 2003, this risk is present rtov> because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of 
f'NR dala is a law enforcement matter. Whiie Europe,™ integration has been Ihc greatest in areas associated 

\ \ with the Common Market law enforcement arid public security is r relalivcjy new area nl'activi!) tit the 
\J j community level and many rwponsihiliiies still fai! to the E l ' Member Stales The ECJ firmly placco f'N'R in 

' i he area of law enforcement and public security end as a a 
n other piitniiistiU far fbTTrTeTTomrffunitv Involvement 

"y* aviiorii tai,."i 
i«v cnlorcrment nis'iers 

n thi i jlea are iike-v its set 

jf 
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Conclusion 

The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are 
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Fedeml agencies. 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2WM is an example of the old-style artificial 
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of 
commercial information was suhjeel lo <perinl re<lrirtinr» iinHrr Ft I law T V [>>np,nri Court of— 

/ 

/ 
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Justice has now held that the informniion Is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so thai the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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Page 2: [1] Deleted sb 6/26/2006 10:47:00 AM 
Before September 1 J, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes 
bound for the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide 
information about their U.S.-bound passengers. This information - name, contact 
information, and the like - was drawn from information supplied to the airline as part of 
the reservation process. DHS uses the information to screen for no-fly violators and 
terrorist suspects before the plane lakes off, protecting against midflight hijackings and 
bombings. 

For flights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be 

Page 2: [2] Deleted sb 6/26/2006 10:48:00 AM 
made available from Europe [_ fa g ^ has long prohibited the export of 
personal data to countries whose legal protections are not "adequate'" in the view of 
European data protection authorities. While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not 
have an overarching data protection regime that matches every aspect of European law. 
It has therefore been condemned as inadequate by European standards, and commercial 
data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted. European airlines feared (with 
reason) that European data protection agencies would view the PNR transfers in the same 
light and would impose fines and other penalties on airlines that provided the PNR data 
to the U.S. Government, 

C br ^ 
Page 2x [3] Deleted sb 6/26/2006 10:50:00 AM 
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May 2004, the United States entered into an agreement with the EU regarding the 
transmission of PNR data from European air carriers to the USG. 
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1 CBP can share PNR data wiih other law enforcement agencies, on a case-by-case basis and only for the 
purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. 
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Memorandum 

TO: J.D. Crouch, Assistant to the President and Deputy National Security Advisor 

FROM; Michael Jackson, Deputy Secretary 

Passenger Name Records ai 
With The European Union 

RE: /J* Passenger Name Records and Law Enforcement Information Sharing - Negotiations 

Purpose 

jr\ To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
A y related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
*- (EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

Summary 

P 
Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for 
the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.-
bound passengers. This information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn from 
information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses the information to 
screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects before the plane takes off, protecting against mid-
flight hijackings and bombings. 

fH 
For flights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be made available from Europe. EU law has— 
long prohibited the commercial expert Ofpersoriaf data to countries whose legaJproJ&cjions_an5jioî — 
adequate" in the view of Eujgpejri data protection ai.ifee*Jtiesr-Wn1te3EeIIJ7rTi^ 

hrwyinf?^erm?TTiriVM^^ <la,a prfHTri"n rfgim" that rorrrgfy>nds to every aspect of 
European law. It has therefore been viewed as "inadequate" by European standards, and commercial 
data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted. European airlines feared (with reason) that 
European data protection agencies would view the PNR transfers in the same light and would 
imposeTTnes and other penalties on airlines that provided the PNR data to the U.S. Government 

To ease these fears, in May 2004, the United States entered into an agreement with the EU regarding 
the transmission of PNR data from European air carriers to the USG. The Agreement is 
accompanied by a determination that CBP's use of PNR is "adequate" by European standards as 

\J\ long as the US adheres to numerous detailed prescriptions worked out with EU negotiators (but 
unilaterally implemented by DHS). C . j " 9 
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The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It was challenged by the European 
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the 
equivalent under t IS law nf the Snpiymft Pnnrt rinrlrinp n Fnnrth AmmriwiiTit r.hallnngn hy finiling 3 
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law, commercial 
issues faU within me jurisdiction of the -EU.as.-part.of its "First PiUar"*uthority. This is the authority 
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR 
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are only 
partly within the EU's authority; they fall under the "Third Pillar," where the authority of EU central 
institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is 
left to the Member States. Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court 
ruled it invalid but delayed the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the 
jurisdictional problem could be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU plans to seek authority 
from the Member States to renegotiate trie PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. The Commission 
has portrayed this as a technical change that would put the same agreement back in place, albeit 
under a different legal authority. 

002564 -
1 CBP can share PNR data with other law enforcement agencies, on a case-by-case basis and only for the 
purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. 
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Background 

f Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
V) the EC-US PNR Agreement and a draft F.TJ Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data --

have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 

d \Jj The most significant of these limitations, from our perspective are the following: 

V 
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3 PNR can also be used and transferred to address significant health risks under Paragraph 34. As noted 
below, despite this authorization the EU's Article 29 Working Party has concluded that CDC's plans to retain 
PNR data for health-related purposes violates EU law, 
4 This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on 
December 16,2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in 
Support of Information Sharing Environment." r 
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y ^ The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
fU) v*ewet^ ^ an attflck o n personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
/ two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

9 

fi 
That is what the EU proposes to do. It is seeking authority to erect substantially the same agreement 
on a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of Justice deadline, the Commission will 
seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and then will call for agreement on the new 
arrangement by September 30. 

u 
LjpiX- f-4 

«* w 002567 
6 Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light of 
the EU's determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-Canada 
agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR data received from the EU with the US. Even though die ECJ has 
struck down the EU-US agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect. 
Some Canadian government sources are concerned, however, that the absence of an "adequacy" finding 
(which is a First Pillar concept) may now have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing 
derived from EU-originated flights. 
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7 For cxaraple, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, ensuring the 
accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the data to the 
original purpose for which it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR Agreement and 
the Undertakings. 
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Communicable Diseases. c_ 
k ? r ~ 

P European reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed 
to a pandemic strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, 
quickly. So the Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for 
up to 60 days for that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 
29 Working Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives. 
If given effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of 

—r** K^ 002569 
9 The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extmrirrt la j fs— 
transmission to CBP. The May 30"1 decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the 
grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it 
10 If adopted, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and non-binding information sharing 
arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003 Mutual Legal 
Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement with 
Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with 
Germany, which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United 
States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which 
critical information is currently being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and 
agreements and member states must conform their existing agreements with the directive. 
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inconsistent legal r6gimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even the critical 
public health interests of the United States.'' 

Analysis & Recommendation 
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" Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes 
and neither the Commission or the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU. 
12 Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR 
data is a law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with 
the Common Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the 
community level and many responsibilities still fall to the EU Member States. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in 
the area of law enforcement and public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set 
precedents for further community involvement in other law enforcement matters. 
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Conclusion 

The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
ites. In creating the information Sharing Environment we are 

working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004js anjexampje cfJhejaid-^s^eariificM-
lhnilationr^^mit&^m^lM¥NKAffccmmibs&^ upon the EU's argument that the export of 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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^ The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no ks$ controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
/ \ J j >• iewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
^_ two suits in ihe European Court of Justice IECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

6 
' This concern is consistent *ith Executive Order i 3388 and the President's Memorandum issued on 
December ! 6, 2006 to Heads o( Executive Departments jnd Agencies on "Guidelines and Rcquiretngntijli_ 
9npt«n of liifwnutiuii 3hailiiit Environment." 
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AC! nit' under the First F'iil-i. the HI' has ;il.-.c> etusrca intr, a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. !n light of 
"^ she EU's determination ihai the l.S I nde.nal.ings provided "adequate" privae) protection*, the Ft -Canada 

..^-.•ernem authorizes Canada ro share PNR data reecueiJ <rom ihc EL' with the t .S. fc .en though the FCJ has 
or.,v}. down the EU-L'.S agreement, the Elk' contend; thai n> simitar agreement .^.th Canada re-rruisris in el feet. 
Siirne C.in.idmn government source., are lowenifd. hp\u".er. that ihs absence .if .-in "adcqudc\ ' fhidint! 
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''••>•: cdniplc. the C.»rjft Decision contains provisions on lime limits lor retention of shared J.iU. ensuring the 
n.vdrac_\ of »hafcd data, logging and audi! IMIJS. a' v-cil as reitriciitaw limiting further use of ihe data 10 the 
iricindl purpose for which if was fif-t irattsmitiec In ertVet. if borrows hea>if> fiuni the PNR Agieemeni and 
t)c l'ndcru».in« 
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/Ji haropean reacucti m another I :-> nnnaLve relating u> avian iiu Is .ttr passengers are e.\p:/sel 
-." .: r i r .jestiiC strait: '."I' «> i,in ttu. the ,ii-'. em.rent will need io locate all or the passengers arid u c ^ . 
aui.a.iS Sri the Center-, 'or Disease C,'i;tMd has pr<--p.'seo a rale leyulrtng airlines to re.aio PNic ;:ir 
up u> 'v. jass for th.it purpose The top .J.itii pK'tceticn authorities ,-•• 'Europe, kin':--••• r: a-, the "Art \ !e 
2i? Working Party," have (lew decided that th:> sun of data retention violates EL pn • aco. direct(•.e=. 
If gtve-effect, the Wording Pan} A opinion oonid place >ar earners legal jcoptmh because of 
incorisivent legal regimes It reflects a •.•. ide^'rend HI' view mat praacp, trumps e\en (ne critical 
public health interests of the Lnii.A s n w " — — — 

Analysis & Recommendat ion _ _ _ -._- - -
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S~ "T ^ ^ _ / \ V ' I! adopted, the Draj! Decision could eon diet with i number of hind in e and non-bl tiding information ihanria 

•^ \ .rriineerrients that the t.:nited Stales has siened. For evaftipie, vu- have «igne;i a ,.f)i")3 Mutual Local 
<Tj J Vssistanee Agreement tMLAT) v.ith the European Lrion and a A:Oi intooiiation ihoring agreement '.villi 

j ^ nuropoi ;the ELAevel police agency): with respect to member states, '!,••: staned a 2003 ML.VT «,ith 
\ \ Germany, v hieh builds on numerous other MLATs already in force u ith other EL member states. The I'mted 

1 •* i States also lias many evecufive agreements .-.nd roe-norai-da oi'anceiManding v. ub member states under which 
aides) information is currently being shared I tide: EC law, directive- vjpersc-de oihiteia! tieitius 2nd 
.-.itircii.en;:. ,:na member stales must conform their eusnna .utteeiiieipis with the directive 

t V 
;ryao f'anigrapb '-. ot the I ndertai.nv ado*- tor the evchange M PAR ten public health purposes 
'let -.he Commission or die -\nicie 2V G.:w:iit:ee h;oe challenged the C H L V H H S MOL. 

' -rtlike in yy> i. this risk ts present now rvcaioe the Court has coielasnoiy rule J mat the tiansier ot PNR 
( p \ data is a iau eniorcement matter While European i.-a-gration hie. bc-eis the crcaUot it- areab lo^Ov tared with 
j U j the LommiTi Market, law enforcement ana ptibiie stvurilv is a relatively new area ot activity at the 
v ' icirtmanip. level and mans resfonsibiiitlei >:ii! tail to the EL Mcrnuei States The ELJ titrnh placed t'N'R in 

ihe ares of !a:v enfoivemcni and public -ecurity, r:ii a; re-.u't. arts action taken :n tru- atea :;:e tikeiy to set 
precedents tor ,'urtbcr iiommutiit) itr%olvetm^iittMvther_la^ etil'o|. .•<", m -TI-II:,TI.. . • 
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Imn'ifkin. We eniere..! Into ihc i'SR Ap-ec:>-c:h h;wed .ip. >n trie frL : arcumeni that me export i 
oii irner. iu! iriforrrititk-n •.>. j.s su^eet Ct- ir>£c u; rosu'itiuiris under HI.' i.-'.v.. I he Liuropeurt Court > 
Justice has i'ui»\ held that the information is law enforcement inforrnuti-n no! jerninereial 
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/ •• \ Passenger Name Records and La« Enforcement Information Sharing - Negotiations 
' " /' H'ith The European Union 

Purpose 

, ^ To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
I U ) related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
K~- ' (EU) in preparation for 3 mid-July "un-DC." 

/ \J 

V 

Sum map 

Before September I !, the government knew ver> June about the people getting on pi tines bound m 
the United Slates. After the anacks, airlines were required to provide inforinaiiori about their U.S.-
bound passengers. This information - name, contact infommlbn, and the !J*« - was drawn from 
in forma!ion supplied to the airline us pan of the reservation process. DHS JSCS the information 10 
screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects before the plane takes off. protecting against 
midfiigh: hijackings and bombings. 

<6JT For nights between Europe and the U.S. the data must be jnadt- available from Europe 
_7phiis long prohibited the expert of personal data :o countries whose legal protections 

are no: adequate" in the view of European data protection authoriiies. While the U.S. has rminy 
privacy laws, it docs not have an overarching daii protection regime (hat matches every aspect of 
FurapMn law. it has therefore been condemned as inadequaie by European standards, and 
commercial data transfers to ;he U.S. have long been restricted. European airlines i'eaied {wi;h 
reason) that European daia protection agencies would view the PNR transfers in the same light and 
would impose fines and other penalties on airlines that provided the PVR data to the U.S. 
Government. 

To ease these fears, in jvSay 2004, the United States entered into an sgreemsni with the EL' regarding 
(he transmission of PNR data from European air carriers to the USG, The .Aereemcm c . —, 
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Tnt ?N7i Agrsimcni'A25 challenged iv- the European Parliament nhyh ;,caie;i<Jcd.tJ'.at in; se.'ttto: i--"' 
Agreement was insufficiently protective of EL" pr.vacy rights, On May 30 the European Court of oaleut / fc? •* 
Justice (ECJ i struck down the Agreement, not or. substantive grounds but or. procedural ones. 'oet-ttdl 
Vtidtr EU law. eoniiticrcial issues arc within the competence of the EL and fail under me First *— 

I 0 \ Pillar" authority - the authority that the EL' had relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ nclJ 
^- / that the US wanted PNR data for law enforcement and pitblic security reasons. Law enforcement 

and puttie security are not completely ociside "he EL'S authority, but they fail within the Third 
pillar ' where the authority of EU centrrii institut ons ;ibe Ccinmissic.': Parliament and Court of 
Justice) is more limited 3nd more authority is leit to the Member States. 

The EU ww p ans to seek authority fro:- t.-.e Member States to re.nego'.ia'.t the PNR Ajreerr.en: 

i <-\ 

{J \ under the Third Pillar. The Commission has portrayed this as a technical change that wouid put the 
/ same agreement back in place, albeit under 3 different legal authority. 

V-- s 
9 

Backeround 

Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on ihe legality of 
/ i) \ fhc EC-US PNR. Agreement zn<i a draft EC Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Dat.s •• 
''-- ' nave major implications for US law enforcement and security. 

' \ b\ 
[ \ } \ i ' c n p v*"'' s i K i : : l > N R i m " " ' ' c ' t j j ' l :-u enfortvnieni accmtKS. or j.instf-hy-c.isc ivfais j~J rni . i.u the eiiuvi-- • 
j y i 1 ^nthaiin^if,'T.t/:>rr,jr,il;c(iuu.,irjr,-njiiom!>-iim--v — •— 
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1 PNK can iliso be used and transferred so address s^m'icnm hu'ilib r'sks cr: 
rtcijd ix:t.». J«j>ife lllis authorization the EU's A";c!c 2;) Worb'n? Par,/ has con; 
/clam ;JNR caia for hcalth-rdaed aurpoxs vicijiii £L; ^ H . 
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The EC.J PNR Case. The Agreement was no iesi controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what i 
/ J ' v cvverj as sr. i'.iack OH personal privacy jr.a 'ti c>»n authority, ihc Europe.:;: P:irJuinitjts (l.P) (lied 
v / w o suits in the European Court of Justice tECi) -ItsHrrngitit: the in(brr.ta::en sharing ar-arisiep-ent. 

t^" 

71t.il is what the EU proposes to do. It is seeking authority to erect substantially the same agreement 
f VJS on a neu- foundation. !n order to meet trie European Coun of Justice deadline, the Commission will 

seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and then will call for agreement or. the new 
arrangement by September JO. 

A 

V. 

b! 

V. 
V 

Acting under the First Pitta/, the EU hai also entered imo a PNR sharing agreement with Can-do. In 
light of the EU's determination that the US Undertakings provided "•adequate" privacy protections, the EL-
Canada agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR dau receded from the EU with the US. Hven though the 
ECJ has struck down the EU-US agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement wish Canada rer-.rnns 
in effect Some Canadian government sources are concerned, iimvticr, that the absence of ah "adequac>" 
finding (which is a First Piliar concept) may now have the effect of prolnbiimg US-Canada information 
sharing derived from Eld-originated (lights. 
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•^ For example, the Drafl DccisiDii contains provisions on lime limns Tor icirmion of shared data, 
0 ) insuring U-.e accuracy of sharsd dam, lugging and iwdiuraiSs. as well « KSlncnorj iiitiiting further use of the 

Saia io Jic o.-iginai purpose for wnich il nas firs; iransmined. In effect, il borrows iisawi) ^rom ihr P\'K 
Agrecmci: and the Uiidenakings. 
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reaction tc another U i initiative refilling to avian fit, if air passer gers ire exposed, to a pandemic 
strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the 
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring alrliiiss :c retain ?NR for tip to 60 days for 
that purpose The top data protection authorities of Europe, kaewn as the ' Article 29 Wonting 
Parry." have now decided that this son oTd.-ita retention violates EU privacy directives^ If tjhen 
effect, the Working Party s opinion would place ;•.'- carriers at legal jeopardy because of inconsistent 
legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even trie critical public health 
interests of the United States.-11 

AaiiivsisA Recommendatitu 

bl 
v Trie adequacy finding granted to the U 3. was specific to the transfer of PNR Attn and only extended 
to its iransmissior to CBP. The May 30* aecision of the EG also jnnuls this decision by uie Com~ tssion on 

f \J\ l t l e gr°ur l& that the Commission did nm have the legal authority to grant ii 
18 if adopted, the Draft Decision could conflict with a num&ei of binding and non-binding information 
snaring arrangements that the United States las signed. For example, we have signed a 2003 Mutual Legal 

s Assistance Agreement (MLAT) witJt the European Union and a 2001 Information sharing agreement with 
/ , j I Europe! (the eU-tevel police agency}: with respect io member states, ue signed t 2003 MLAT with 
V ' Germany, which builds on numerous orhcr MLATs already in force with other EU member stales. The Untied 

States siso has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member slates under which 
critical information is currently being shnrcd. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and 
agreements one member stales must conform their existing agreements with the direclh e. 

/ A " Conversely. Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for ihc exchange ol PNR lor pub;ic health purposes and i»wih«r 
| V / in. C..in,i'f;5:,.;. u W.e Ailllle JS Cftflhmittee ha\e cnsntnceJ ;Ee UriS-HHS MOU 
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l u 
i ! Ur.iikc in 2003, this risk is present no'.v because (he Coun has conclusively ruled thai the transfer of 
PN'R data is J law enforcement matter. While European integration IDS bests (he gtvaiesi in areas associated 
w ith the Common Miirket, law enforcement and public secunt) is a relatively new area of activity z\ the 
community l-".ei and many responsibilities still fail to trie EU Member Slates The E O fiit'nly placed PNR in 
the area of law enibrcemenl and public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely 10 scl 
precedents for further community involvement in 3thi;r Liu •m'Vrrmfni iianrnr . — -

/ 



Conclusion 

7lie USO has a paramour intcresi in ensuring that Uw enforcement ind border comrol infom-ation 
continues to .'law to [he Uni'ed States, '.;: creating die Inlbnn.inon Sharing Enviromr.eni we are 
working 10 break down walls that restrict the sharirg of information between federal agencies. 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed vvfth the EV in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
/ / \ limitation. "Asentered Into ihe PNR Agreement i>Med upon iht EU s argument that ihe export of 

' commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Coun of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that Ihe rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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Acting tinder the First Pillar, the PU has aba entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada, in 
light o f the IV":, determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" pn-.ae;, protections, '.he fc.U-

v Canada agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR data received from the EL wuh the US. Even though the 
( [) \ KCJ !'iai- sxreek down the EL'-LS agreement, the E l ' contends that us similar agreement c iih Canada reijiaiziS— 

_\__ J—in effect—.Some Canadian gOMiiUmunl lOUUtts aic'concerned, t u i ^ c e r , that the absence of an "adejuac;. " 
finding t which is a First Pillar concept) ma\ new have the effect o( prohibiting ! :S-Canuda intbrmntton 
sharme derived trow EL'-onetr.ated rliuhts. 
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Conclusion 

/ .' \~\ The I SG has a paramount interest m ensuring that law enforcement an J border control information 
'•• s~' ) continues to f;cv> to the L'nited State;,. in creatine ."trormauon hhar;' :r!Viromneni v, e are 

working to break down walls that restrict the sharing onnformahon between. Federal agencies 

ihe PNR Agreement thai the CS signed with the El1 in 2004 is an example of the olci-srvle artificial 
'imitation. V,'e entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the hi. '$ attt^meit: thai the export of 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under l-U lav , The Euiopean Court of 
.Justice has now held that the information •.% law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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have an overarching data protection regime that matches every aspect of European law. 
It has therefore been condemned as inadequate by European standards, and commercial 
data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted. European airlines feared (with 
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fO J.D. Crouch. Assistant u the President and D-jputv Numcmti! Sec 

FROM: Michael Jackson. Deput;. Secretary 

fe& f' V ) Pa.ssengei Name Records and Law Enlorcemeni Information Sharing - Negotiatior 
With The European L'nio 

Purpose 

f ( ^. To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
I ' related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 

i£L'.) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

Sum man' 

. Before September 1 1. the Ltovemment knew verv little aboui the people ^ettine on planes boo'N N-
> ) \ ' •* • . . - * . < . . . . . . . . 

j U ) the United States. After tiie attacks, airlines vvere required to provide information about their U..s -
' bound passengers. Tins information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn from 

information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses the information to 
screen tor no-fly violators and terrorist suspects before the plane takes off. protecting against mid
night hnackmgs and bombings. 

lor llights between Europe and the U.S. the data must be made available from Europe EU law has 
• i i \ long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal protections are not 

^ '"adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities. While the U.S. has many privacy 
laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that corresponds to every aspect of 
European lau. It has therefore been viewed as Nmid^quaie'" bv European swnHmvk ^aJ^Am^^^M-
.krta-tfattsfeis to the U.S. liaTFTong been restrictetrTTuropean airlines feared (with reason) that 
1.uropean data protection agencies would view- the PNR transfers in the same light and would 
impose fines and other penalties on airlines that provided the PNR data to the !.. S. CicAeranx-nt. 

v To case these fears, in May 2004. tne I'ruita States entered into an agreement wiih the IN.' regarding 
f '"' ; the transmission of PNR data from European air carriers tw the L'S(.J. 7 he Agreement is 

accompanied by a determination that CBP's use of PNR ;s "adequate" by European standards as 
Nng as the US adheres to numerous detailed prescriptions worked out with EU negotiators =but 
uniiateralh implemented bvDHS) <C - -
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The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It was challenged by the European 
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the 
equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a 
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law. commercial 
issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its 'First Pillar" authority. This is the authority 
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR— 
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are only 
partly^whlrrn^eEtJ^withoTity; theyiathmderthe "Third Pittaf," where the authority ofEU central 
institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is 
left to the Member States. Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court 
ruled it invalid but delayed the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the 
jurisdictional problem could be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU plans to seek authority 
from the Member States to renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. The Commission 
has portrayed this as a technical change that would put the same agreement back in place, albeit 
under a different legal authority. 

(r 
(O 

1 CBP can share PNR data with other law enforcement agencies, on a case-by-case basis and only for the 
purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. 
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have major implications ft, US law ntonJZSSZ^S™ "" E*ChW*C ° f Criminal Data -

rrameworK Uecis 
have major implications for US law enforcement and security 
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f iA The most significant of these limitations, from our perspective are the following: 
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' PNR can also be used and transferred to address significant health risks under Paragraph 34. As noted 
below, despite this authorization the EUs Article 29 Working Party has concluded that CDCs plans to retain 
PNR data for health-related purposes violates EU law. 
4 This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on 

C \J \December 16, 2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in 
- Support of Information Sharing Environment." 
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* Acting under the First Pillar the EI" h 
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Communicable Diseases. C 

J3 European reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed 
to a pandemic strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, 
quickly. So the Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for 
up to 60 days for that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 
29 Working Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives. 
If given effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of 

V) 

60 

9 The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its 
transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the 
grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it 
10 If adopted, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and non-binding information sharing 
arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003 Mutual Legal 
Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement with 
Europol (the EU-leve] police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with 
Germany, which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United 
States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which 
critical information is currently being shared. Under EU law directives supersede bilateral treaties and 
agreements and member states must conform their existing agreements with the directive. 
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inconsistent legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even the critical 
public health interests of the United States. " 

Analysis & Recommendation 

(V 

Cc) \ 

K 

ft 

" Conversely. Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes 
and neither the Commission or the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU. 
17 Unlike in 2003. this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR 
data is a law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with 
the Common Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the 
community level and many responsibilities still fall to the EU Member States. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in 
the area of law enforcement and public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set 
precedents for fijrther community involvement in other law enforcement matters. 
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Conclusion 

/s. The L'SG has a paramount interest in ensuring thai law enforcement and border control information 
*-*) continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing hnvirenment we are 

working to break down walls that restrict thj^siiaana-ai-ieit'irmaiion between FecfeTat agencies, ~~ 

f ' \ The PNR Agreement that the US signed wiih the EL' in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
'v ' limitation, We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of 

commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EV law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so thai the rationale for the aareerneir lias now dissolved. 
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Memorandum 

R£. / ^A Passenger Name_Rejcordi_andLaw-£ftfeiH?emerrr1ntb Sharing - Negotiations 
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Purpose 

With The European Union 

, A To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
( / reiated developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with she European Union 

(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

nummary 

b± I , \ '• _ . w ' - 3 In May 2004, the 
'v ^ ) United States entered info an agreement with the EL', regarding the transmission of PNR data from 

European air carriers to the USG. C 
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Pillar" authority - the authority that the EU had relied on in entering the Agreement C-
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.0) _ | ^ PNR can also be used and transferred to address significant health risks under Paragraph 34. As noted 
A \ . despite this authorization the EL/'s Article 29 Working Party ha> concluded that CDC'-- plans to retain 

PNR data for health-related purposes \ iehtes EU !au. 

i \ , . 
this; concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued un 

0 ) neccmber I 6. ZOOfi to i feaas of Fxccutn e Departments and At/enctcs on "Guideline^ and Requirements ir 
SuDport ol the Information Sharing Environment.' 
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Negotiations will, therefore, soon begin in earnest, against a September 30 deadline. There is need, 
therefore, for the early flnaJization of a USG negotiating position. 

4 Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light 
of the EU's determination that the US Undertakings provide "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-Canada 
agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR data received from the EU with the US. Even though the ECJ has 
struck down the EU-US agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect. 
Canada is concerned, however, that any new EU-US agreement will come without an "adequacy" finding 
(since those are a First Pillar concept) and thus that the continued EU-Canada agreement will now have the 
effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing derived from EU-originated flights. 
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Communicable Diseases. One final piece of the puzzle bears brief mention. The L'SG. through the 
f rK\ Centers for Disease Control, ha- published a draft NPR..M relating to the retention of P'N'F. data for 
\}P~: potential use in the control of communicable diseases. The regulation would authorize the retention 

of such data for up to 60 days in order to enable CDC to contact international air travelers who a-e 
subsequently determined to have been exposed to a communicable disease such as SARS or .Asian 
flu. 

rc 
V 

\ 

V 

• ~\ Th- adequacy finding granted te the L S. is speo ific to die transfer cfPNR da a: and onh extends to its 
./ transmission to CUP. 

ii'adopted. the Dntli Decision could conflict with 3 number of binding and non-binding infonn:-.iion 
-'aa ,ng arrangements that die ' dined Stales has lig/ied. For example, we law C signed a 2n!iJ Matuaj Lega; 
Assistance Agreement ('Mi.AT) with the European Union and a 2001 Information sharing agreement w ah 

, *\ r.uropoi (the f U-ievel police agenev); v\ ith respect to member states, we signed a 2003 Ml.AT with 
( \J J Terns-ny. which molds on ruimerous other Nfi.A (A airead) m force with other l.;L member suites. The Crated 
- Stales also has many executive agreements and memoianda of iindcrsiandint! w;ih meinber states tinder which 

.aiacai information is currernh being shared. Under i.:U law, directives supersede Dilaferai treaties and 
agreements and member states must ecrdenn their existing ag; cements e* jth the airectoe 
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Conclusion 

, ~- The US(J has u paramount interest a: ensunna ihtt law enforcement ana border control iniormauon 
(_ j continues to How to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Hnvironment we are 

working to break down wails thai restrict die sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

The PN'R Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
\J) j hmitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that it involved the 

exchange of commercial information that requires special protections under EU law. The European 
Court of Justice has now- held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information. 
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Memorandum 

TO: C < > r ^ 
FROM: C . ^ " . "^ 

RE: /Q\ Passenger Name Records and Law Enforcement Information Sharing - Negotiations 
( With The European Union 

/T\ To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
/ \J J related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
/ (EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

(F> 
Summary 

Before September 11. the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for 
the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.-
bound passengers. This information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn from 
information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses the information to 
screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects before the plane takes off. protecting against 
midfligh! hijackings and bombings. 

For flights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be •£_ fe s~ 3 
has long prohibited the export of personal data to countries whose legal protections are not 
"adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities. While the U.S. has many privacy 
laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that matches every aspect of European 
law. It has therefore been condemned as inadequate by European standards, and commercial data 
transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted. European airlines feared (with reason) that European 
data protection agencies would view the PNR transfers in the same light and would impose fines and 
other penalties on airlines that provided the PNR data to the U.S. Government. 

To ease these fears, in,May 2004, the United States entered into an agreement with.the EU regarding I n.**^. p_ 
the transmission of PNR data from European air carriers to the USG. ,The Agreement t h\~ / <£> ^T J 

^adequate" by European standards as lonj» as the US adheres to numerous detailed prescriptions I0*""' L- 1 

r 
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The PNR Agreement was challenged by the European Parliament, which contended,that the 
Agreement w as, insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement, not on substantive grounds but on procedural ones. 
Under EU law, commercial issues are within the competence of the EU and fall under the "First 
Pillar" authority - the authority that the EU had relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ held 
that the US wanted PNR data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement 
and public security are not completely outside the EU's authority, but they fall within the "Third 
Pillar," where the authority of EU central institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of 
Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the Member States. 

Deleted: 
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Background 

Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
the EC-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data -• 
have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 
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0 The most significant of these limitations, from 
our perspective are the following: 
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/~* ' ^_PNR^an_ajjifi hf iitfrt and traniifirr-r1 if iirfrl"*̂ " "£><tr"-?~*rr>?Wn^~im^ Paringrnph 34. As 
A / J noiednbclowTdeipitcthis authorization the EU's Article 29 Working Party has concluded that CDC's plans to 

retain PNR data for health-related purposes violates EU law. 
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x— The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 

fU J viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
L two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

J? 

J^ "* I his concern is consistent with Executive Order I33S8 and the President's Memorandum issued on 
December 16. 2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in 
Support of Information Sharing Environment" 
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(to That is w hat the EU proposes to do. It is seeking authonty to erect substant.ally the same aereemem 
on a new foundanon. In order to meet the European Court of Justice deadhne t h C o ™ , T o w.1 
seek to cod.fy ,ts pos.t.on over the next couple of weeks and then w.Ii call for a g r e e m e n t he n e ! 
arrangement by September 30. agreement on tne new 

P 

L (9 
•i^ ) 

4 Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into £ PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In 
light of the EU's determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-
Canada agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR data received from the EU with the US. Even though the 
ECJ has struck down the EU-US agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains 
in effect. Some Canadian govemmentjources ?rc c " " " ^ " ^ , V"*"*™^ ih<n ^ abwmT ^f an "adfi|iiiivy" 
finding TwhTcTTisTTMrst Pillar concept) may now have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information 
sharing derived from EU-origjnated flights. 

5 
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5 For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, 
ensuring the accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as rcstricrions limiting further use of the 
data to the original purpose for which it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR 
Agreement and the Undertakings. 

f 
7 The adequacy finding granted to the H R «"»«= cp-rifir tn »̂> rnrnifrr t'f PNR ilam iind Only extended 
to its transmission loCBP. The May 30*" decision of ihe ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on 
the grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant ii 
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O -uropean 
reaction to another US initiative relating to avian nu. ir air passengers are exposed to a^pandemic 
strain of avian flu, the government wi l l need to locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the 
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for up to 60 days for 
that purpose. The lop data protection authoriries of Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working 
Party," have now decided that this sort o f data reteniion violates EU privacy directives. I f given 
effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers at legal jeopardy because o f inconsistent 
legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EtJ view that privacy rmmps pven the rr i t i ral puhlic heiilih 
interests of the United States. 

Analysis & Recommendation 

1 

f ^J 

V 

' I f adopted, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and non-binding information 
sharing arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003 Mutual Legal 
Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement with 
Europol (the EU-lcvel police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with 
Germany, which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United 
Slates also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member stales under which 
critical information is currently being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and 
agreements and member states must conform their existing agreements with the directive. 

' Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of 
PNR data is a law enforcement patter. Whilp Furnprin inlfgnlinn hnr. frf/ri thr grrnlf-l ill "THS m w l m f d 
with the Common Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the 
community level and many responsibilities still fall to the EU Member Stales. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in 
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f 

& 

Conclusion 

•""«• * The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
\ 0 \ s 3 continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are 
^ \ working to break down walls that restrict the sharing o f information between Federal agencies. 

b! 

ihe area of law enforcement and public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set 
precedents for further community involvement in other law enforcement matters. 

8 
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The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EL in 2004 is an example of the old-stvle artificial 
^7» limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the'export of 
\J J commercial information was subject to special resmctions under EL1 law. The Fnmm-an r.inn ™f 

(f) 

commercial information was subject to special resmctions under EL law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that ihe rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 

b 
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RE: (jj y PassengerJVame^cqrds and Law EnfQ 
- / -^jfjj -ĵ g guropean Union 

Purpose 

To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
related developments concerning Jaw enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

Summary 

Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for 
the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.-
bound passengers. This information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn from 
information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses the information to 
screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects before the plane takes off, protecting against 
m idflight hijackings and bora bings. 

For flights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be made available from Europe. EU law has 
long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal protections are not 
"adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities. While the U.S. has many privacy 
laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that corresponds to every aspect of 
European law. It has therefore been viewed as 'Mnarifiquate^U^urnpcaiT ^mrbmf^ 

—a*aTaWansfers to weTISThave long been restricted. European airlines feared (with reason) that 
European data protection agencies would view the PNR transfers in the same light and would 
impose fines and other penalties on airlines that provided the PNR data to the U.S. Government. 

To ease these fears, in May 2004, the United States entered into an agreement with the EU regarding 
the transmission of PNR data from European air carriers to the USG. The Agreement is 
accompanied by a determination that t ^S" -^ 'adequate"by European standards as 
long as the US adheres to numerous detailed prescriptions worked out with EU negotiators (but 
unilaterally implemented by DHS). C 

Tw«v>«-D F**nc: Schki&Dtr* i*re / 0 0 2 6 5 0 
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The PN'R Agreement was also controversial in Europe, ir was challenged by the European 
Paniament as insufficiently protective uf EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of 
Justice (T1CJ) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - rhe 
equivalent under US law of"the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a 
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce riangf p,̂ y,»r t rr,rinr pt i |MW_ ., ,Mt|fij.y.'r̂ -f 
issues tail within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its '"First Pillar" authority. Tin's is the authority 
that the EU relied on in entenng t h e j \ ^ ~ 

'"d'afFfdf law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are only 
partly within the £U's authority; they fail under the "Third Pillar," where the authority of EU central 
institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is 
left to the Member States. Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court 
ruled it invalid but delayed the effective daie of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the 
jurisdictional problem could be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU plans to seek authority 
from the Member States to renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. The Commission 
has portrayed this as a technical change that would put the same agreement back in place, albeit 
under a different legal authority. 

l £ 

( C V 

\ C 

/ A ' CRP can fhare P^R data with other !;iw i.'fv>r;=::ij 
! ' -j;:mhJti:u; re-rcmsm and '.c:\z--.c ir.ini'n.:;ior.j;i o-irr-f-
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Background 

f -, \ Two converging events in hurope - the recent European Court of Jusuce decision or. the legality of 
'_ '^ J the EC-US PNR Agreement and a draft £U Framework Decision OP. Exchange of Crirmrui Data --

have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 

(C V— 

\> 

( O) The most significant of these limitations, fro 
om our perspective' are the foilovvina; 

(c\ 

c 

C v \>\ 
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: PX'R can also :»• used and rrar.sfi'rid to a ddrc •.;>-. shrn;fi-'ar.r health raks under r'ansgrt-ph 34, As 
( i/\ noted bcicv,. despite this authorization the EU's Article 19 Working Part)- has concluded that CDC a plans \> 
^ <•' tet.iin i\VR data for health-related purposes violates EU iavv. 

This concern is consistent with Executive Order \3-?,'l nnd the President's Memorandum issued on 
f , • -, December i 6,2006 to Heidi of Executive Departments and nger-cie; on "G^idelinei ana Requirements in 
\ KS 

J Support of information Sharing Fnvironnicnt." 
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arrangement by September 30: * C ° U p I e o f w « * * and then w i U ^ u Z ' a ^ c m T T ^ m 

^J£ZI^ZM~~ — - r -
to b 

Acting under the First P'l; 

[y JECJ has struck down rte^rre * , h w e **« * t i «c e iv e d? f o!r^U a^P"v a cyprotcct/ons, theEU 
'n effect. Son. Canad t g o v e ^ " r m ' * " ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ? * ** ^ E v e " * * 4 <he 

• Ending (which is a F i r s t X Z ? ^ " " * c<>n«n.ed, h o w e v e r Z ^ ^ T ^ With C a n a d a * £ * » sharino ,*.„:.„^ <•„_ " . m a r c°ncept) mav now >.„,,. .u. _,; " o w 5 v e r . mat the absence of *„ ••.J._
 , c r a«''s 

/ 
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For exampie, rhc Draft Decision contain/; previsions on urns limits for retention of shared data. 
/ . p enstiriiig the accuracy of shared data, io^giiu; and audit (rail.-;, :.r:. wtll as restrictions limiting further use cfthe 
•v ^ /' data to the ordinal purpose tor v\hieh it v,as first transmitted. In effver. it torrous heavily from the PNR 

A c,reement and the Undertakings, 
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i \ 5 European reaction to another US initiative relating ro avian flu. It air passengers are exposed 
v U J 10 a pandemic sixain of avian flu. the government will need ID locate aii of the passengers and c e w . 

quickly. So the* Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule reqmnng airlines to retain PNR for 
up 10 60 days for that purpose, The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 
2.9 Working Party,"' have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EC privacy directives. 
If given effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of 

The adequajy finding granted to the L'.S, was specific to the transfer of P,\R data and only extended 
, : x

 r o ''s tranjodssioii to C"3P The May 3a'" occasion of the HO also annuls this decision by the Commission on 
i '*•' • ihc -'rounds that (he Commission did nor 'ia\e the i.-.c-al authordv r-...- grant it 

if adopted, the Draft Decision coaid conflict with a number of biradna and non-ninJuig information 
shariag arranocmefits thai die landed Starts has signed. For cxaotpie, we have signed a 2003 Mutual Legal 
Assistance Agreement (MEAT) with the European Union and a 2001 in formation sharing agreement with 

I , *, Europe! (die EU-level police agency); vdth respect to member st.ites, »ve sigiied a 2003 MLA'i with 
\^y / Germany, which builds on numerous other Mf.ATs already hi 'orzt with other EUtnernoer soaes. The United 

Stares ah;o has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding aoth nten-ter states under :\i.kh 
critical infortnation is currently being shared. Under E ' hey direoto es supersede id'ancd t-oo'cs ,co:' 
aa.ieemenrs and member states must cent": on thea" exist in it tea eerier *s with the direct: •> e. 

7 
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pubiic health imerests of the United States, ; l 

Analysis- & Rccnmmendatiun 

>-i•:> Pi c ;.!J -•v." mat pr.v^cy iruror. 

feel 

/ ,~V 

J9 

fc \ 

rc\ 

i , j \ • CO.T.-jrse.'y. Paragraph 34 of die UrdcrtoJdr:c.odJows for the cvchani/.e of PNR for pjbilc health purposes and neither 
( *"' •' ;he Cojiiiiiission or the Article 29 Committee nave challenged the DHS-HHS MOD. 

• Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that tae transfer of 
rf'vR d::ia is a law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated 

, ( s w/rh the Common Market, law enforcrrr.ei'i and public security is a relatively new area of activity 3! the 
l>' ; oorrtnumiry level and mam respcT.obddiee. -aid rail to the EV Member Slates, Tiie ECJ fdrmiv mated PNR ;•; 

the area of !uw enforcement .ind pahlic scuadtY, and aa ic.suii, ar.y ac;i..>n.s itikea in thh area are likely to set 
precedent for farther ecmmu'iiry irv. id'.em.im m ,• ; 'v^ 1 •.•<•.. --"• -- • 

tent matters 
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Conclusion 

The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring thai law enforcement and border control information 
lj ) continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we axe 

y working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

JieJiNJvAg?#<?ffMmt-d»Mfe^^ ij an example of the old-style artificial 
, , .imitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the HU's argument that die expert of 
L V ) commercial information was subject to special restrictions under HU law. The European Court of 

Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale tor the agreement has now dissolved. 
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Conclusion 

The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Inforniaiiuii Sharing Environment we are 
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

TheTPNfr Agreement that the US signed with the EL! in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 

/ 
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TO J.D. Crouch. Assistant to the President and Deputy National Secant) Ad\ ssor 

EROM: Michaei Jackson. Deputy Secretary 

RJf: Passenger Name Records and Lav. Enforcement Information Sharing Negcwatiors 
With Fhe f: uropecii; L'nion 

Purpose 

To provide you with background inlbrrnarion on the Passenger Name Record (PNRj issue ami 
/ I /A related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
[ ' ' s fil.fi in preparation for a nud-Juiy "un-DC." 

Stirnmatv 

Before September ! 1 the government knew ven liitie tinea; the people getting on pianos board tor 
^.^ the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to prov ide information about their U.S -

_ / / ' hound passengers. Tins information - name, contact irubrrnation. and the nke was drawn from 
/_ information supplied to the airline as pan of the reservation process. DHS uses the mforrnauon to 

screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects before the plane takes off. protectirm against mid
night hijackings and bombings. 

for flights between Europe and the U.S.. the data must be made available from Europe. El; law ha; 
long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal protections are not 

____ "'adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities. While ihe U.S, has man> prr aev 
/ / A law's, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that corresponds to every aspect oi 
tv European law, it has therefore been vmy, rvl .is "innoAquaL:" h\ European sea,u,mis ;mri '.••^-•i-^-'v-

data transtersto the U.S. have long been restricted, European airlines ieared (with reason; that 
European data protection agencies would view the PNR transfers in the same light and would 
.mpo-ie tines and other penalties on airlines that pro\ idea the P.VR data to the V.S. Government. 

io ca<^ these fears, in May 200-4. the United States entered into an agreement with the Fl ' rciiardiin 
'.he transmission of PNK daia 'rum European air earners to the USG. The Agreement i< 

,••—; accompanied by a determination that CBP's use of PNR is "adequate" by European standards is 
U ' j ,ung as the US adheres to numerous detailed prescriptions worked out with EU negotiators Tnut 

unilaterally implemented bv DHS). C. 
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The PXR Agreement was also eon'rcversni in Enrage, h '."as challenged by the European 
Parliament as insufficiently protean e of El ' privacy ncius. On May 30 the European Conn of 
Justice iFC'.I) struck Jo1-, v, the Agreement. But it chose a ground that v, as highly nroceuarai - the 
equivalent under i.A law of the Supreme C" ourt ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge !v. rlnciine: a 
law mvahii because a e\cecded CongressA CcnTum-rce ( A;uo pouer. Ender EL' Em. commerciai 

/""7-\ issues 'ai! within ihe jurisdiction ot'the EL as pari aTiis '""urst Piiiar" authority. This is Aa- aioi>>rit\ 
/ ^~J that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ. however, held that the L'S wanted PNR 
"~" Jata for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are-on.lv 

partly within the EC's authority; they fall under the ''Third Pillar," where the authority of EL' central 
institutions (the Commission. Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is 
left to the Member States. Because the agreement was entered under the wrong autlioritv. the Court 
ruled it invalid but delayed the effective daic of its decision until September 30 in the hope that ihe 
jurisdictional problem could be quickly solved. To cure the problem, die EL plans to seek authority 
from the Member States to renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. The Comrnissior. 
has portrayed this as a technical change thai would put the same agree men I hack in piace. albeit 
under a different lescal atuhoriu, 

iA 

CBP UJH share PNK cats '.\ hh omcr .-aw enroreciner.t agcac:e-. an ..; easeAu'-ease basis and on!) tar the 
purpose ofcurabating lerronsin anu seno.e- transnational eu-ne-. 
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Background 

' " 

Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
the EC-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data -
have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 

D 

f\j\ The most significant of these limitations, from our perspective are the following; 

1/ 

n 
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' PNR can also be used and transferred to address significant health risks under Paragraph 3A A; 
below, despite this authorization die L':t".s Article 20 Working Parry has concluded ihai CD< "s nl 
PNR u.iia !or health-related purposes vioi n . fa 'A 

I his cunceni is con^Ment w itn r. \ccuU'. c t.roier , 3AO\ ;o:,.: 
December 16. 200(> to Heads of F:\ccui:vc Departments via 
Support of Iniomiatson Sharing [ iwronment." 

rsideiii s Mcrnonineiun'; issuei 
o-, on -;'.'• atdeHn.-s j.:,c Rcqu: 
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v— The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
((/) viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
>• two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

(?) ip 

@ 

That is what the EU proposes to do. It is seeking authority to erect substantially the same agreement 
on a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of Justice deadline, the Commission will 
seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and then will call for agreement on the new 
arrangement by September 30. 

fair* 

6 Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light of 
the EUs determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-Canada 
agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR data received from the EU with the US. Even though the ECJ has 
struck down the EU-US agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect. 
Some Canadian government sources are concerned, however, that the absence of an 'adequacy" finding 
(which is a First Pillar concept) may now have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing 
derived from EU-originated flights. 
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7 For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, ensuring the 

•. accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the data to the 
J original purpose for which it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR Agreement and 

the Undertakings. 
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3 European reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed 
to a pandemic strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, 
quickly. So the Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for 
up to 60 days for that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the •Article 
29 Working Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives. 
If given effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of 

u 

0 

9 The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its 

grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it 
10 If adopted, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and non-binding information sharing 
arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003 Mutual Legal 
Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement with 
Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with 
Germany, which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United 
States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which 
critical information is currently being shared. Under EU law. directives supersede bilateral treaties and 
agreements and member states must conform their existing agreements with the directive. 
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inconsistent legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even the critical 
public health interests of the United States. " 

Analysis & Recommendation 

B 

Co 

& 

i " Conversely. Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes 
J and neither (he Commission or the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU. 

I? Unlike in 2003. this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR 
data is a law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with 
the Common Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the 
community level and many responsibilities still fall to the EU Member States. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in 
the area of law enforcement and public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set 
precedents for further community involvement in other law enforcement matters. 
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Conclusion 

The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are 
working to break down walls that restrict tne sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
limitation. JVj;e^ejedjnt^^ 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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Passenger Name Records and Law Enforcemcit information Sharing - Negotiations 
Vs ah The European Union 

Deletes: 

Purpose 

To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Re-cord (PNR) issue and 
related developments cancemrngjaw enfc-fnie^iriforr^^ 
TEUTin"prsparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

Summary 

Before September 1 I. the government knew ven little about the people grrorii on plants bound for 
the l.'nitcd Stales. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide 'nforrp.iTJon about their U.S.-
bou.nd passengers. This information - name, contact inibrmation. and the Eke - v,as drawn from 
information supplied to ihe airline as pan of the reservation process. DfiS uses the information to 
screen for no-fl> violators and terrorist suspects before the plane takes off protecting against 
midnight hijackings and bombings. 

For flights between Europe and the U.S.. the data must bejiiadc nvailaHc from Europe C \° 3~~ 
^1 has long prohibited the export of personal data to countries v. hose legal protections 

are not ''adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities While the l.'.S. has many 
privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that matches even ?.spc<.t oi 
European lav-. It has therefore been condemned a« naceqiiate b> European standards, and 
commercial data transfers to the L' S. have long been restricted. European airlines feared (with 
reason) that European data protection agencies would view the PNR transfers in the same hunt and 
would impose lines and oilier penalties on airlines that provided the PNR data to the l.'.S. 
Government. 

Deleted: 

! To ease these fears, inXiay 2004, the United Mates entered into an agreement with the EL' regarding 
i the transmission of PNR data from European air carriers to the USG. .The Agreement^-
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"' he PVR .-greernent \va< challenged b> the European P.trlifirnent. .-; . j . . ' . . thai ihe 
Agreement was. insufficiently protective -if El' privacy rights. On MJV 30 the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement, not on substantive grounds but on procedural ones. 
I'r.derEV lav-., commercial issues are within the competence at"the El' and fall under the "First 
Pillar" authority - the authority that the Ei' had relied an in entering the Agreement. The ECJ held 
that the L'S wanted PNR data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement 
and public security are not complete!;, outside the El"> authority, hut the} fail within the- 'Third 
Pillar.'' where the authority of EL' central institutions (the Commission. Parliament and Court of 
Justice) is more limned and more authorm is left to the Member States. 
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under the Third Pillar, t he Commission has portrayed this as a technical change that x^ouid put the 
same agreeo.en: Tick in pbvf. alhcit under a different icttal authority — 

Barkenmnil 

Two converging events in Europe •- the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
the EC-L'S PN'R Agreement and a draft EL' Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data -
nave major implications for ITS law enforcement and security. 
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P\'R Can. also be us f N-K Can also be used inc transferred to- tiddreas significant health ri5k"s under Paragraph 34. As 
intcd beicm. despite this authon.'ation the EV's Article -V v\ tirkiiss Parts has concluded that CDC? plans to 
retain PNR data tor health-related purposes violates EL' i..» i purpof 

This cwice.fri is consistent with l~\eeu; 
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The ECJ PVR Case. The Agreement was no less controversiaJ in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
w o suits in the European Court of Justice < ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

>y 

That is what the EU proposes to do. ft is seeking authority to erect substantially the same agreement 
on a new foundation, in order to meet the European Court of Justice deadline, the Commission will 
seek 10 codify its position over the next couple of weeks and then will call for agreement on the new 
arrangement by September 30. 

b 

-* AOAlg UlliErUfcTTrsi Pillar, the £ u has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In 
light of the Elf s determination that the US Undertakings provided •adequate" pri\^__^ 

villi fluili UK, LL withlhTus. EVen though the 
_£CJJias-sti«d^de^virthe^WrSligreenicnt, the EL contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains 
:'n effect. Some Canadian government sources are concerned. ho*ve\er, that the absence of an 'adequacy" 
finding (which is a Pint Pillar concept) ma> noi* have the effect <tfprohibiting t S-Canada information 
sharing derived from KL'-originated flights 
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E l Proposals on Sfmring J,aw Enforcement information, if that v. ere all that is at stake, this 
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal n---^1'"" p ' - r " ' r ' " 
will be closely i sely intertwined with a broader'effort C -

legal problem for DHS. But i: is not. The PNR n 
^ ^ j - "• '•negotiation* 

•'P"» fo'^rdCL^Irafl documents «hn, p Last October the EU 
concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context The;, consist of a J ran directive 
of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of dma[Jpf2 reposed Council decision on 
the protection of personal data in criminal matter; 
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vD For example, the Draft Dccisiun contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data. 
ensuring the accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the 
data to the original purpose for which it wis first transmirtiid. In effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR 
Agreement and the Undertaking!? 
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strain of a\ ian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers :w.d crew, quickly. So the 
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for up to 60 days for 
that purpose. The top data protection authorities cf Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working 
Pany," have now decided that this son of data retention * iolates EL' privacy directives^ ir'given 
effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers at legal jeopardy because of inconsistent 
legal regimes, ft reflects a widespread EL' \ iew that privacy trumps even the critical public health 
interests of the L'nited States. -• 

Analysis & Recommendation \_A ) 
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The adequacy finding «rranied to the I." S. w:ts specific to the transfer of P\R data and only extended 
to its transmission to CBP. The Ma> 30'" decide:- of the iCJ also annuls this Cê lsi-.-r, b; the On.-iis^on ..m 
the grounds that the Commission did not have the icgal authority io grant it 

It adopted, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and non-binding information 
iiunng arrangements thai the United Suites has signed. For example. «v htoe Mgned a. 2003 Mutual Legal 
Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the turopean 1,'r.lon ,tnd a 200\ informaiion sharing agreement with 
Europol (the El.'-loel police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with 
Gcrm.iny, v, hich builds on numerous other MLAT S already in force witii otner HU member states. The United 
States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding uith member states under which 
critical information is current!) being shared. Under f:L' l;iw, directives supersede bilateral tieaties and 

" Cor,iersci>. Paragraph }-i of the Undertakings s!lc\»* for the esehangt ,:.( PNk for 
ihc annmiiMuii w ihe Article 20 Committee have ehallenujd tin: DH.S-! If IS MGIJ 
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Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because 'he Conn hf.s ci>nd;.;M%ci;- n.'cd that the transfer of 
PNR data is a !a« enforcement mancr. While Eurjpian integration las K-cn me greatest ir 
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Conclusion 

The L'SG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement .ina border control information 
continue* to How to the I'nited States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are 

..ivnrUng i» brvah down woilj ihut rcitim the Mtatii'ig Of information between Federal agencies. 

i 1^1 

The PN'R Agreement that the LSsigned with tilt.EL ia.200i+*-an e-*afBpte-tM"throtd'-Yrj'te arttfleta 
"limitation. We entered into the PN'R Aereernent based upon the E'fJ's argumeni that the export of 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions tnder EU law. The European Coun of 
Justice has now held that the information is law- enforcement information, net commerci;:! 
information, so that the rationale for the .-itir'-einent has now disMjh -.-J 
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Memorandum 

TO: JD. Crouch, Assistant to the President and Deputy National Security Advisor 

FROM: Michael Jackson. Deputy Secretary 

RE: fj \ Passenger Name Records and Law Enforcement Information Sharing - Negotiations 
( With The European Union 

Purpose 

f) 

f) 

0 

To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

Summary 

Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for 
the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their UJL-
bound passengers. -Some uf litis information"- name, contaclTnformation. and the like - was drawn 
from information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses the information 
to screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspect F b .$"" ^ before the plane takes 
off1, protecting against mid-flight hijackings and bombings. 

For flights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be made available from European air carriers. 
EU law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal 
protections have not been deemed "adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities. 
While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that 
corresponds to every aspect of European law. It has therefore been viewed as "inadequate" by 
European standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. have lone been restricted C 

f) £ 
' CBP may automatically access PNR data from European carriers up to 72 hours in advance of a flight During this 
predeparture period, information is screened against CBP automated systems and risk scores begin to be generated, In 
some cases, particularly airports where PHP maintaint a pr«fnrff through tfif liimiijji jiimi AHUitnyy P^p?^ 

coordinated law enforcement action is also planned in advance with local authorities. Analysis continues up to arrival 
and is further supported by the collection of manifest information. 
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In 2003, European airlines feared (with reason) that European data protection agencies would view 
the PNR transfers as being governed by the existing commercial requirements and would impose 
fines and other penalties on airlines that provided the PNR data to the U.S. Government. To ease 
these fears, in May 2004, the United States entered into an agreement with the EU regarding the 
transmission of PNR data from European air earners to the USG. The Agreement is accompanied 
by a determination that (_ fc> S~ 3 adequate" by European standards as long as the US 
adheres to numerous detailed prescriptions worked out with EU negotiators (but unilaterally 
imDlemented by DHS). C 

The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It was challenger! hy rh<- Fi.rnp»?ri 

u 

(9 

?• w 

Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of 
Justice (EC]) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the 
equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a 
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law, commercial 
issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority. This is the authority 
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR 
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are 
exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and an only partly within the EU's 
.authority^ Insteadrthey fall under the "T-hird-Pillar," where thrauthSfhyofEU centfal institutions 
(the Commission. Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the 
Member States. C- , ^ 

_3 

b 

1 CBP can share PNR data with other law enforcement agencies, but enly on a casc-by-case basis and only for 
the purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. This restriction prevents PNR 
information from being shared in bulk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies 
those agencies direct access to the records. Broader access would allow other agencies to look for patterns in 
the travel of individuals not deemed to be high risk and 10 assess connections between passengers. ICE, for 
example, has expressed its frustration over losing access to this information. 
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Background 

Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
the EU-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data --
have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 
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The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
iwo suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

1 

That is what the EU proposes to do. It has obtained authority from its Member 3iates tu eieil 
substantially the same agreement on a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of 
Justice deadline, the Commission will seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and 
then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30. 

D 

EL Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were all that is at stake, this 
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PNR negotiations 
will be closely intertwined with a broader effort 'L- fc>->" 

^ Last October the EU put forward two draft 
documents that concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context. They consist of 
a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of data and a 
proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal matters. This later proposal 

' Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light of 
(he EU's determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-Canada 
agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR data received from trie EU with the US. Even though the ECJ has 
struck down the EU-US agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect. 
Some Canadian government sour^janjjOjiwTieflywwevei^jhai the ahscneg nf an "aHr^mry" finding — 
(which is a hirst Pillar concept) may now have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing 
derived from EU-originated flights. 
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shanng with other government agencies). This will mean additional restrictions for US agencies 
sharing data with Europe.10 

Communicable Diseases. C— <b :>" 
- A European 

reaction to another US initiative relating to avion flu. It oir passengers die e^puseJ to a pandemic 
strain o f avian flu. the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the 
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for up to 60 days for 
that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working 
Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives. If given 
effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of inconsistent 
legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy Tumps even the critical public health 
interests of the United States.I2 

Analysis & Recommendation 

P bi 

" The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its 
transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the 
grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it 

" If adopted r k>S~~ 3 ihe Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and 
non-binding information sharing arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have 
signed a 2003 Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information 
shanng agreement with Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 
2003 MLAT with Germany, which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member 
states. The United States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member 
States under which critical information is currently being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral 
treaties and agreements and member states must conform their existing agreements with the directive 

Conversely, Paragraph 3Tof the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes 
and neither the Commission or the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU. 
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11 Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR 
data is a law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with 
the Common Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the 
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Conclusion 

/- The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
A/ J continues to flow to the United States. In creatine the fnfrrmntinn Sh?"Tfl r T i 1 " " " " " " 1 '• * j*" 

—If w u i k i n y 10 break Hnwn m«n«. »L— — - - "*-• 

9 

w .̂w na» a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control informati 
continues to flow to the United States. In creating thg fnfnrTni>rK>n Sharing rimnriimwii wf af'f~ 
woiking lo break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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* | l | Homeland 
WW Security 

May 14, 2007 

Dear Member of the European Parliament: 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear today before the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice, 
and Home Affairs to further our important dialogue on matters critical to the security of the 
Kuropeun Union and the United States. 

Wc face a shared challenge in preventing acts of terrorism against our countries and our citizens. 
At the same time, wc share a fundamental and unwavering commitment to protect the civil 
liberties and privacy that are the hallmarks of all free and democratic nations. 

Recent terrorist attacks in Algeria and Morocco, as well us earlier attacks in Madrid and London, 
the failed plot this past August against transnUantic aircraft bound for the United States, and the 
recent convictions of five British terrorists, underscore the serious nattirc of the threat wc face and 
the importance of developing common tools and approaches to covnter this global menace. 

One of these tools is Passenger Name Record (PNR) data, which is a limited set of information 
provided by air passengers traveling between Europe and the United States. PNR data, used in 
combination with passenger manifest data, allows U.S. officers to check passenger names and 
other basic information against lists of known or suspected terrorists and criminals so that we can 
enhance screening of dangerous people and prevent them from boarding commercial aircraft. 

Combined with other intelligence, we use PNR data to check for links that might reveal unknown 
terrorist connections, such us a traveler who has provided contact information overlapping with a 
known terrorist It is our ability to identify these hidden links that has made 1'NR so valuable to 
our counter-terrorism efforts and the reason it is imperative we reach a new understanding 
regarding how this information will continue to be shared and protected. 

Below ore several examples of how analyzing PNR data has prevented dangerous individuals 
from entering the United States. 

* In June 2003, using PNR data and other analytics, one of our inspectors at Chicago's O'Harc 
airport pulled aside an individual tor secondary inspection and questioning. When the secondary 
officers weren't satisfied with his answers they took his fingerprints and denied him entry to the 
United States. The next time wc saw those fingerprints - or at least part? of them - they were on 
the steering wheel of a suicide vehicle that blow up and killed 132 people in Iraq. 

* lu January 2003, Customs and Horder Protection (CBP) officers in Miami used PNR to 
disrupt an internal conspiracy within an airline that was smuggling cocaine between Venezuela 
and Miami. A corrupt ticket counter agent would identify low risk travelers (typically families) 
and add an additional bag to their reservation after they departed the ticket counter. This bai> 
would be filled with cocaine. Corrupt airline employees in Miami plotted to remove the added 
bags from circulation prior to inspection hy CUP in Miami. 
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* On March 11, 2005, CHlJ arrested two individuals* for smuggling drn«s from London to 
Chicago, Their PNR Information revealed the use of a common credit card. This credit card's 
reservation history identified a third traveler who had used the same card and listed a second 
credit card. Analysis of this new credit card number identified three additional travelers. Three 
of the four new travelers were arrested during subsequent travel for drug smuggling. 

* In January 2006, CBP officers used PNR data to identify a passenger posing a high risk for 
document fraud. The passenger, posing as a citizen of Singapore, was scheduled to depart Korea 
for the United States. The subject's travel itinerary was targeted by a query using data from 
recent cases of document fraud in Sri I.unka. CHP officers contacted airline representatives in 
Korea and requested assistance in verifying the traveler's documents. With airline assistance, 
CHP determined the subject's travel document was a counterfeit Singapore passport The subject 
was in possession of his Sri Lankan passport The subject was also a positive match to the 
Transportation Security Administration's No Fly List and suspected of being an armed arid 
dangerous terrorist. The subject was denied boarding for the flight. He was subscquenUy 
stopped on another date using the same method of PNR targeting. In the second incident, he 
attempted to travel to the U.S. using a counterfeit UK passport. 

* In February 2006, CDP officers used PNR data to identify a. passenger with a high-risk for 
narcotics possession arriving from the Dominican Republic. The subject, a retuniing U.S. legal 
permanent resident, purchased his ticket using cash and made certain changes to his reservation. 
Upon arrival, the subject was selected lor an enforcement exam. During an examination of the 
subject's personal effects, CBP officers discovered two packages containing heroin. The subject 
was placed under arrest and turned over to Immigration and Customs Rnforccment for 
prosecution, 

* At Boston Logan Airport in April 2006, CBP officers used PNR data to identify two 
passengers whoso travel patterns exhibited high-risk indicators. During the secondary interview 
process, one subject stated that he was traveling to the United States on business for a group that 
is suspected of having financial ties to Al Qaetla. The examination of the subject's baggage 
revealed images of armed men, one of which was labeled "Mujahadin." Both passengers were 
refused admission. 

* In May 2006, PNR analysis identified a high-risk traveler arriving at Atlanta Hartsfleld 
airport from Kuropc. CBP officers determined that Iho individual's visa was issued one week prior 
to September 11, 2001, yul he had never traveled to the United States. The subject's passport 
listed him as a "flight instructor" and his reasons for traveling to the United States included the 
plan to "see a man in New York for two days." The individual was ultimately linked to numerous 
individuals who U.S. law enforcement regards as security risks and immigration violators. The 
passenger was denied admission. 

* In May 2006, CBP officers used PNR data to target a high-risk pitssenger arriving from 
Amsterdam. Officers linked the subject to n split PNR; the second traveler was a Palestinian who 
previously claimed political asylum. The high-risk passenger was also identified through a 
known telephone number used by terrorist suspects contained within his PNR. Upon arrival die 
subject applied for admission as a Jordanian citizen and was referred to secondary inspection for 
further examination. The subject revealed that his purpose of travel was lo visit a relative for 
thirty days. During the secondary inspection, the subject revealed that he had been arrested :ind 
convicted on terrorist related charges in a third country. Die subject also admitted to being a 
former member of an organization that espoused political views and supported violent acts that 
include suicide bombings. The Joint Terrorism Task Force and Immigration and Customs 
liufon-emcnl were contacted and responded to interview the .subject Upon completion of iho 
interview the subject claimed credible fear of returning to Jordan. He later recanted and was 
expeditiously removed from the United Slates. 
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if such u system had been fu!ly developed before 9/i 1. we might have been spared that tragedy. 
Consider this: two iiijackcrs. Nnwaq Aihamzi, appeared on a vvatchlut and would have been 
Maygcri" wi:cn diey purchased their rickets. Tlirough analysis of their P>JR data, we could have 
learned that three oiher hijackers - including Mohammed Atia - used the same address as Aihamzi 
and Al-Vfidhasr: five oiher hijackers used the same telephone number as Atta; and still one other 
used the same frequeiu-flyer number. The analysis of PNR and other basic data that wc use today 
would have flagged all nineteen hijackers as connected to Alhamzi and A'-Midhar. Ii' we 
surrender this tool, we will abandon the real-time defenses that can save our citizens' lives. 

These concrete examples illustrate the necessity of analyzing and sharing PNR data. Hut it is also 
important to note the strong privacy protections in place to safeguard this information. PNR data 
is protected under the U.S. Privacy Act and the I'rccdom of Information Act, among other laws, 
as well as die robust oversight provided tlirough the U.S. Congress, American courts, and internal 
controls such as the Department of Homeland Security's Privacy Office, Inspector General, and 
Government Accountability Office. In addition, our policies unsure diat records pertaining to 
foreign nationals ;»re properly protected. PNR. data is also used in strict accordance with U.S. 
law. Our officers make determinations based on relevant criteria developed from investigative 
and intelligence work. PNR data docs not alone tell us who is and who isn't a terrorist It simply 
helps our officers make a more complete and infonncd assessment at the border to decide who 
warrants further scrutiny prior to entry. And PNR data is not used to create a "risk score" that 
remains widi an individual or automatically adds a person to a terrorist watch list. 

One of the central lessons of the 9/11 attacks, and subsequent attacks in Hurope and elsewhere, is 
that wc must break down barriers to information sharing. That same lesson must extend to our 
use of PNR data. We must not take this valuable counter-terrorism tool away from border law 
enforcement professionals by limiting or rest rioting the kind of information .sharing and analysis 
that luis already proven effective. 

I appreciate the time you luivc given mc today to address the Committee, and I look forward to 
working with you as we seek new ways to strongmen international cooperation in our fight 
against terrorism while protecting the fundamental rights and liberties we all cherish. 
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